
EASY NON PROFIT BUSINESS PLAN

Nonprofit organizations have a unique set of needs and requirements. That's why these sample business plans for
nonprofit organizations and social enterprise businesses can Or, create your own custom business plan easily with
LivePlan .

Your nonprofit organization also needs a business plan if you plan to secure the support of any kind, be it
monetary, in-kind, or even just support from volunteers. This will help you to refine and communicate your
nonprofit message clearly. Will that goal evolve? Before you finalize your business plan, here are five things
to keep in mind. If you do not have a specific fundraising section, you might want to include your fundraising
plan here as well. The Appendix always goes last. If you're still in the start-up stage and do not have any board
members yet, use this section to outline your plan for developing a board with diverse and experienced board
members. For example, many nonprofits rely on government contracts or grants. Format: Use standard 1-inch
margins. If your nonprofit is new, outline projections based on specific data you gathered about your market.
We can help you complete and file the application to start a nonprofit organization , help you file the
additional federal, state, and tax paperwork you need, and can even get you in touch with an independent
attorney to help with specific questions. Available in A4 and US Letter sizes, it can be downloaded on any
device. As with the Executive Summary in the for-profit business plan, the Executive Summary in the
nonprofit business plan will describe to readers what the nonprofit business does, or plans to do. Talk about
how your program is funded, and whether the costs your clients pay are the same for everyone, or based on
income level, or something else. Creating a financial plan will allow you to make sure that your nonprofit has
its basic financial needs covered. Include your fundraising plan. Executive summary An executive summary of
a business plan is typically the first section of the plan to be read, but the last to be written. If your nonprofit is
new, compile materials related to any secured funding sources and operational funding projections, including
anticipated costs. Here you must summarize, on one page, every critical aspect of your nonprofit. Financial
health: what is the current status and where will the revenue come from to advance the mission over time? Get
to the point, support it with facts, and then move on. Is someone on your team a master of social media
marketing tactics? Step-by-step Guide on Writing a Business Plan for Nonprofits Note: Step 1, 2, and 3 are in
preparation for writing your nonprofit business plan. In this section you'll provide information about the
current state of the market you're trying to reach, as well as a description of who your target market is, what
their needs are and any additional factors which may be relevant. Are you covering different ground than
what's already being covered by other community organizations? Use this section to talk about your long-term
goals. A Needs Analysis section takes your Market Analysis further. As outlined above, your nonprofit
business plan is a combination of your marketing plan, strategic plan, operational plan, impact plan, and
financial plan. This is generally what most readers will care most about. For the nonprofit corporation,
fundraising is a crucially important element. Everything else goes in between, in order of most relevant to
least, however you feel that applies to your nonprofit. Your tactics might be similar for each group, or they
might be completely different. Step 2: Heart of the Matter You are a nonprofit after all!


